Test of
Fall City Airport 1WA6
Produced by ORBX Systems

The Fall City Airport is a small 12 acres airport in the Washington Region. It is a public owned airport
managed by Jon K Kummen and used primarily for private aviation. Currently is feature a total of 10
aircraft where one aircraft is a multi-engine aircraft and the rest is single engine aircrafts.
The FAA identifier is 1WA6 and the airport is named Fall City. The airport features one runway with
directions East/West and with dimension 3,000 ft times 25 ft and with paved surface with grass
extensions. The elevation is 140 ft and the traffic pattern is a right hand pattern for both East and
West landings.

Specs:








Name Fall City
Airport type Private but open to the public
Manager Jon K Kummen
Location Fall City, Washington
ICAO/FAA 1WA6
Elevation 140ft AMSL
Runway 1x
o East/West asphalt + grass 3000ft by 25ft

I received this add-on scenery directly from ORBX Systems and the download went very quickly and
completely without any issues. The connection to ORBXs download server is good so the download
time was very short.
After downloading the scenery add-on I searched the ORBX forum for upgrades or patches and here
there were two patches that I had to download (v1.1 and v1.2) – The download of these two patches
also went quickly and without any problems, and now I was ready to install the scenery.

The installation was very easy and quick – All I had to do was activating the installation wizard and
the rest was done automatically. This was done for both the add-on scenery and the two patches.
Hereafter I could see on my desktop that I now had additional icons for the Fall City scenery control
panel and a PDF manual. In the control panel I can select / de-select various settings that will affect the
visuals when using the scenery and hereby I can control the potential impact the high settings could
have on my computers performance. However I have applied all settings and I have not experienced
any loss in my computers performance.

After the installation was completed I opened up my FSX and created a helicopter flight from the Fall
City airport. I discovered that it now took a bit more time to load the scenery than before when using
the default FSX scenery, but it was just a few seconds more so no problems.
When I entered the scenery I was stunned by all the details that I now had in this scenery – it was very
impressive and looked completely like the pictures that I previously had seen of this airport, but
something was missing. I discovered that the runway was just a grass strip and not an asphalt runway
which I could not understand. I talked to the ORBX team about it and created a string in the ORBX
forum to get some support on this issue. Within the first few hours I had already received answers
from several members and my issue with the missing asphalt was because I had not applied a certain
setting in my FSX. The support that I received was superb, professional and quick and it was a delight
to use the ORBX support forum.

After fixing the issue, I again opened up my FSX and created a new flight from the Fall City airport.
Now I saw the runway and WOW – the scenery was extremely realistic and very beautiful made. The
team at ORBX has created several additional animations for this scenery which improves the realism
hugely. As examples is the people flow that generates walking people and not just static people. It can
be people going from a hangar to a plane or to a car etc and this really adds a lot of realism to a scenery
– very cool animations.

The next thing was moving vehicles as you normally see in FSX AI traffic, but this was down to the
level at the airport where you now have full AI traffic within the airport and now with vehicles that
are not just FSX standard but actual ORBX vehicles.
To put the icing on the top, the scenery also contains animated trees and grass that swerves in the
wind and you can hear various nature sounds as birds and wind etc – This is really impressive and
adds a lot of realism to the scenery by creating a very real atmosphere of being at this airport as in real
life. I don’t think that I have seen this for a scenery before and I was completely stunned and
overwhelmed by it.

This scenery is extremely detailed with various special made buildings, trees, aircrafts and other
objects to complete the scenery. All are made carefully and is covered with good quality texture and
features a superb finish. No matter where I looked I kept on finding new details and my experience of
this scenery was phenomenal. According to pictures that I could find on the internet and on Google
Earth, the location of the various buildings etc was extremely accurate and it is indeed very easy to see
that ORBX has put in a lot of time and effort to create the best possible outcome. The scenery is pure
eye candy and you can apply all settings without it actually having an impact on your computers
performance.

Also included in this scenery is AI aircraft traffic and this is adapted into the scenery perfectly and
contributes to get the most complete and realistic dynamic scenery possible.
The Fall City scenery add-on can be used as a single add-on scenery to the default FSX, but to get the
best result I would recommend also to install the FTX region Pacific Northwest. By combining these
two add-ons you now get a complete airport scenery that matches the surrounding scenery and is
100% adapted into each other. I have done this and the result is very impressive!

I have flown several flights to and from this airport scenery since I received it and I still get surprised
by all the details that are included. I especially love when setting up a summer morning flight where
you have all the nature sounds as the birds etc and the sun coming up over the horizon – it really
reminded me a lot of the time where I flew my Diamond HK-36 Super Dimona on tours around
Denmark.

In all you here get a scenery with a very high level of quality which is extremely detailed and includes
various extra and new technologies for flightsimulator. The scenery is very impressive and can be
integrated 100% in the FTX region Pacific Northwest.
This is one of the best made airport sceneries that I have ever tried or reviewed for flightsimulator and
I will recommend all simmers to try out this scenery. The atmosphere that ORBX have created is so
realistic and gave me as a simmer, the ultimate experience of what we in the future can or will see in
FSX.

I rate this add-on scenery with 5/5 huge stars together with the Rays Aviation Gold Award and I
thank the ORBX team for contributing to the flightsim community with this excellent add-on scenery,
that really shows the next level of add-on sceneries for FSX. It has truly been a pleasure to test and
review this scenery.
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